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►►► Economy 

 

NASDAQ 
► German ZEW economic sentiment tumbles to 46.6 in March 
German economic sentiment deteriorated sharply in March, dampening 
optimism over the health of the euro zone's largest economy, industry data 
showed on Tuesday. 
 
Yahoo! News 
► German court upholds eurozone rescue fund 
Germany's constitutional court has upheld the country's participation in a 
fund that can bail out troubled governments in the eurozone.  

►►► Politics 

 

Aljazeera 
► Putin condemns Ukraine's new authorities 
Russian President Vladimir Putin has condemned the "so-called" authorities 
in Ukraine, saying they had stolen power in a coup and had opened the way 
for "extremists" who would stop at nothing to determine the future of Ukraine.  
 
Times of India  
► Russia suspended from G8, Putin accuses west of 'cheating' 
France's foreign minister on Tuesday said that leaders of the Group of Eight 
world powers have suspended Russia's participation in the club amid 
tensions over Ukraine and Russia's incursion into Crimea.  

►►► Blogs 

 
Thomas Huertas, María J Nieto  
► The case of the Resolution Fund in Europe 
During the crisis, individual institutions such as Hypo Real Estate required 
public assistance of €100 billion or more. So how can a European 
Resolution Fund of only €55 billion possibly suffice for all banks… 
 
Jonathan Weil 
► Seeking Mr. Bitcoin 
Surely Newsweek knows it will have to do better than the terse statement it 
posted after Dorian S. Nakamoto -- the guy it identified in a cover story as 
the creator of Bitcoin... 

►►► Currencies 

 

Daily FX 
►USD/CAD Headed Higher Again or Rolling Over? 
USD/JPY has come under steady pressure since failing at the 103.75 3rd 
square root relationship of the year’s low at the beginning of the month. 
 
Action Forex 
► Relief Rally in Stocks, Forex Steady  
AUD/USD recovers after drawing some support from 4 hours 55 EMA. 
But it's staying below 0.9132 temporary top. And intraday bias stays 
neutral first. As the pair is still holding above 0.8890 support, near term 
outlook stays bullish for another rise.  

►►► Markets 

 
MarketWatch 
► Stock futures turn higher as Putin speaks 
Stock index futures turned higher Tuesday, erasing a small, earlier decline as 
Russian President Vladimir Putin delivered a speech on the situation in 
Ukraine, while investors continue to look forward to data... 
 
WBP Online 
► Gold steady with losses ahead of Fed 
Prices of gold fell on Tuesday, tracking losses posted in the prior session, 
with markets cautious ahead of the Federal Reserve meeting starting later in 
the day. 

►►► Top Videos 

 
CNN 
► Obama can't have it both ways on Crimea 
Whatever U.S. and European leaders may say, it seems clear a majority of 
the residents of Crimea were only too happy to abandon Ukraine and join 
the Russian Federation.  
 
Reuters 
► UK PM warns Russia of further punitive measures 
UK Prime Minister David Cameron warns Vladimir Putin of further 
consequences if the Kremlin takes more steps to destabilize Ukraine's 
territorial integrity.  
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Disclaimer 
Everything in this article, including opinions and figures, is provided for informational purposes only and may not be interpreted as financial advice or solicitation of 
products. Dukascopy group assume no responsibility for the completeness or the accuracy of any data contained in this article. Financial figures indicated in this 
article have not been verified by the Dukascopy group. Views, opinions and analyses are those of the author of the article, and are not endorsed by the Dukascopy 
group.  
 
Dukascopy group waive any and all warranties, express or implied, regarding, but without limitation to, warranties of the merchantability or the fitness for a 
particular purpose, with respect to all information in this article. Dukascopy group shall under no circumstances be responsible for any direct, indirect, consequential, 
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